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About This Game

NOTE: This game is in English only and is local multiplayer.This is the standalone version of Fibbage XL, which appears in The
Jackbox Party Pack.

It’s Fibbage XL – the hilarious bluffing party game from The Jackbox Party Pack! Fool your friends with your lies, avoid theirs,
and find the (usually outrageous) truth. And get this: your phone or tablet (or keyboard) is your only controller! It’s easy. Just

type in your lies to questions like: “The mayor of Rabbit Hash, Kentucky is a _____.” Baby? Rabbit? Ham sandwich? It’s up to
you! Fool your opponents into thinking your lie is true and you’ll rack up the points! But be careful, if you pick an opponent’s

lie, they’ll be doing a Fibbage fancy dance. For 2-8 players.

New features not in existing versions of Fibbage or Fibbage XL:

Family-Friendly Filter

Twitch log-in capability

More fun!
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A game that leaves you doing a lot of guess work with no tutorial. If you aren't used to builder games, don't buy it as it will just
frustrate you. Learning curve is steep and takes time to get used to it and the controls. Not worth full price I bought it at 51%
but still contemplating if I want my money back or not. If you have the time and patience to put into the game it is worth it. If
you want a game you can just quickly jump in and play this isn't it.. Hummm good game in general. Not a bullet hell unless you
can't kill the enemies fast enough 8) Graphics and music are standard, action is constant, ship can be upgraded. A decent
release.

Now about the things that aren't mentioned:

Game has 3 checkpoints and a "continue" system. At levels 11, 21 and 31 your progress is saved so if you use all your
"continues" you'll restart at these checkpoints. Past level 31 you have to make it to the end with the "continues" you have. The
game does save the level you're playing and the number of lives left so you can stop playing at anytime you want and resume
later.

The very bad thing about this game is how you can gimp your ship by choosing the wrong upgrades. The game is linear; you
can't just replay levels to make more money or try to get a better score on them so if you reach a checkpoint with the bad
upgrades then well.... you can't repick them and chances are you won't be able to advance any further.

Also, once you quit the upgrade screen you are stuck to the secondary weapon you chose and the shield level you bought...
meaning that you have to finish the level before changing anything to your ship. When i left the upgrade screen at level 45 i
forgot to equip my satellites and was stuck with the beam laser and of course i had only 2 shields. Used up 12 "continues" before
uninstalling the game.

I though "getting stuck with your choices" was a 90's thing. When stuff can be upgraded we need to be able to either reverse it
or farm for more cash, espescially if you can end up gimping you to the point you can't advance in the game.

Was my 2 cents anyway.. This VN was okay. Nothing special. The art is good, although sometimes the facial expression doesn’t
match the character’s feelings. That kinda bothered me…

That’s it, basically. It’s quite short, and if you enjoy these kinds of VNs, get it when the game is on sale. I don’t think it’s worth
the full price, to be honest.

5/10.. Game-breaking bug occurs when activating water via sink knobs. Steam that fills room becomes completely white-washed
instead of transparent, so it is literally IMPOSSIBLE to see anything on screen. This prevents any advancement of a feature that
is REQUIRED byt the game to occur. I've tried deleting and re-downloading the game, but the problem still exists. I have no
other issues with other games. My system details:

Intel 2600k, 16 gb 1333mhz ram, MSI 980ti

It's a shame, theis game was a lot of fun and a blast at a recent party I held. Unfortunately, the fun ends when you realize you
can't even beat it and have to resort to Youtube videos to figure out why yours is having issues.. Awesome game to play with
some friends even if they dont play video games.. Been playing it for three hours AND I HAVEN'T EVEN REALLY
STARTED THE GAME YET.

I'm just running around town, trying to get people to like me and working my job as a mining engineer. The interactions and
generated world, history, and relationships alone have entertained me. I don't own a spaceship, never been on a spaceship, and
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never traded anything but I've had fun so far.

Even if the space trading sucks (I don't know if it will or not yet), the game is still worth what I paid for it.. i like it
i was thinking it would need more special events like FTL or "Out There",
but really, you don't have any spare time left for any distractions,
the machines need your full attention:). This is a slider-puzzle game. There are ten stages at each level: easy (3 * 3), normal (4 *
4), and hard (5 * 5). As for the pictures, they are of anime-style girls. No real skin is shown... at least without the DLC. Thing is,
the picture is the same for all three levels. The DLC levels are topless on easy, bottomless on normal, and without (most)
clothing on hard.

Only because the price is so cheap is it... close to worth it.. The ride is about 2-3 minutes long. The visuals are mediocre.
However, the ride itself is actually nice. It has twists and turns, and loop de loops. The background image of a starry space is
very poorly done. The images in the foreground are much better, but still just average. The game ran smoothly, but I did notice
lots of blurry images when the ride went fast. The rollercoaster itself is a spaceship, that I guess you're sitting on top of which
seemed weird to me. It would have been great if instead you had a cockpit view.

If you love VR rollercoasters, then this is a nice buy for .99 cents on sale. I'm only recommending this game for VR
rollercoaster fans. This is better than the average VR rollercoaster.

Rating 6\/10 (compared to other VR rollercoasters)
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The EXACT same DLC skins from SE3 ?
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I give up :steampalmface:
Get it on sale if you must or part of the Season Pass. Buy this outright and just like those hideous Funko POPs figures.
Congratulations, you are now Part Of the Problem.. Built with the Unreal Engine, which is great, though the game feels like its still
in its Alpha stages and not ready for public, and the version that I played felt like it isn't even a full\/final compile. It's missing a lot
of things, and the multiplayer mode is lacking a lot as well.

In its current state it was not worth $20 to me. Perhaps $5-10.
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Intro gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=GE4trs5x0cM

Deathmatch gameplay:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=emVVDG7RPH0
. Gave me a seizure on the first level. Excellent puzzle platformer. Levels are difficult but a lot of fun. Would definitely
recommend this game to anyone who enjoys puzzles and\/or platformers. This game has a lot of character.. VERY GOOD.
ADDICTIVE. COMPLEX. FUN.
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